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Abstract—Processor architectures at exascale and beyond are
expected to continue to suffer from nonuniform access issues
to in-die and node-wide shared resources. Mapping applications
onto these resource hierarchies is an on-going performance
concern, requiring speciﬁc care for increasing locality and
resource sharing but also for ensuing contention. Applicationagnostic approaches to search efﬁcient mappings are based
on heuristics. Indeed, the size of the search space makes it
impractical to ﬁnd optimal solutions nowadays and will only
worsen as the complexity of computing systems increases over
time. In this paper we leverage the hierarchical structure of
modern compute nodes to reduce the size of this search space.
As a result, we facilitate the search for optimal mappings
and improve the ability to evaluate existing heuristics. Using
widely known benchmarks, we show that permuting thread and
process placement per node of a hierarchical topology leads to
similar performances. As a result, the mapping search space
can be narrowed down by several orders of magnitude when
performing exhaustive search. This reduced search space will
enable the design of new approaches, including exhaustive search
or automatic exploration. Moreover, it provides new insights into
heuristic-based approaches, including better upper bounds and
smaller solution space.
Index Terms—Multicore, NUMA, Threads, MPI, OpenMP,
Mapping, Placement, Topology, Hierarchy

I. I NTRODUCTION
The U.S. Department of Energy report on extreme heterogeneity [1] established that high-performance computing
(HPC) servers at exascale and beyond will exhibit a deep
and large hierarchy of computing resources and suffer from
nonuniform access issues. Therefore, assessing locality of data
access is a growing issue when optimizing application performance. The task becomes increasingly difﬁcult, however,
because of the growing complexity of HPC systems.
HPC systems are composed of several nodes interconnected
with a high-performance network. At the scale of a single
node, several chips are interconnected with a coherent network. At the chip scale, AMD EPYC processors are divided
into interconnected chiplets [2] while Intel KNL [3] and
Skylake have a “Sub-NUMA Cluster” [4] mode exposing
local areas of the chip with local memory. Each of these
architectures has multiple layers of cache organized into a
memory hierarchy, down to cores sharing several hyperthreads.
Extreme-scale machines with multiple accelerators per node
will exhibit similar properties and issues, for example, nonuniform interconnect performance between hosts and devices.

Distributed and multithreaded applications can respectively
map their processes and threads on computing resources1
of a cluster. Some applications may see signiﬁcant performance [5]–[7] variations from one mapping to another.
However, interactions between an application mapping and
memory subsystems are hard to systematically evaluate in
order to ﬁnd the best mapping. High-performance scientiﬁc
applications running on such architectures may hit different
bottlenecks across the machine. For instance, in-die topology
and network properties can be exploited to optimize the
mapping of OpenMP reduction routines on a KNL chip [8].
The mapping of threads can also impact performance through
cross-die network access and NUMA effects [9]. One can
use the knowledge of the coherency protocol and runtime
information about coherency messages [10] to capture more
of the relevant data movements and take decisions accordingly
with a mapping algorithm [11]. Similarly, lower in the hierarchy, sharing cache space with some threads may improve
locality [12] of shared-memory accesses. Sharing cache with
the wrong threads, however, can cause contention [13] and
harm performance. This locality and balance trade-off exists
also higher in the hierarchy at the memory level and may
arise from different reasons [9]. Multiple other works have
addressed the mapping problem through the prism of balancing
data locality and resource contention [14]–[16]. This shows
that automatically ﬁnding a good application mapping is a
tedious optimization problem.
Given an application with n threads to map on n distinct
compute resources, there are n! possible mappings. It would
take years for any contemporary HPC processor and with
an application lasting about a second to try every conﬁguration. Accounting for undersubscribing or oversubcribing
the machine will further enlarge this number with additional
mapping possibilities. Therefore, approaches to ﬁnd a good
application mapping on the machine are often based on heuristics [11], [12], [17] sometimes involving machine learning
approaches [18], [19], simulations [20] or even combined
with exploratory methods [20]. A complementary step to these
approaches is to narrow the search space to remove mappings
that would lead to similar performance. A smaller search space
may allow for exhaustive search, better heuristic designs, or
faster exploration or even ﬁnding more realistic performance
1 The smallest computing resource on which instructions can be explicitly
pinned is called an execution unit here.

bounds. To the best of our knowledge, the latter approach has
yet to be addressed.
In this paper we propose to leverage the hierarchical structure of machine topology to narrow the mapping search space.
The main idea is that machine hierarchies are essentially
built from interconnecting clones of identical resources with—
often—symmetric links. Therefore, many mappings consisting
in exchanging resources of the machines will hit the same
hardware limitations. According to this idea, a machine with
16 execution units (or hyperthreads) has 16! possible permutations of mapping when mapping one thread or process per unit.
Of these, only 1/294912 (see Section III for details on this
number) may yield signiﬁcantly different execution times if
exchanging clone resources via the application mapping yields
the same performance. Hence, accounting for similar resource
permutations would effectively reduce the size of the search
space by many orders of magnitude.
Prior works [21]–[24] suggest “topology-aware” mapping
techniques leveraging this kind of information to optimize
applications. These approaches are consistent with the idea
developed in this paper, However, whereas they assume what
we formalize and experimentally validate, our contribution is
broader (as explained below). On the other hand, exploratory
approaches [19], [25]–[27] to thread and process mapping
usually consider only mapping policies, dramatically narrowing the search space but also potentially missing performance
improvement opportunities.
Our contributions in this paper are as follow.
1) We deﬁne and describe a structure in the space of
possible mappings on hierarchical machine topologies,
and we validate the existence of such a structure experimentally.
2) We provide a methodology and algorithms to explore
the space of possible mappings more efﬁciently, namely,
by skipping structurally equivalent mappings. We also
quantify the exploration space reduction.
3) We deﬁne an analytic classiﬁcation methodology to
label applications with respect to their mapping on the
machine as to whether they behave according to the
mapping space structure we deﬁne in this paper.
These contributions will lead to designing better mapping
heuristics, to exploring the mapping space faster, creating new
mapping policies, or even ﬁnding better upper and lower bound
estimators of mapping performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section II motivates the characterization of the search space with
an example and lists foreseeable caveats to the formulated
hypothesis on equivalent mappings. Section III describes how
to sample permutations inside and across mapping classes of
equivalent performance. Section IV details the experimental
setup and experimental results when assessing the existence
of mapping performance classes.
II. M OTIVATION
HPC node resources are organized in a hierarchy. In contemporary machines, resources at the same level are usually of the

same type, from the silicon to the whole system. For instance,
hardware threads and caches are homogeneous and multisocket
systems use the same dies. In the case of a distributed HPC
system, nodes interconnected through the network also have
the same components. The link between the same type of resources is usually symmetric. Some clusters also interconnect
their nodes with a (symmetric) fat-tree network topology [28].
Processes and threads mapping on such structures have been
shown to signiﬁcantly beneﬁt some applications [6], [7], [29],
[30]. Moreover, leveraging the machine topology has also been
shown to improve the performance of some application.
Figure 1 depicts an instance of a system organized in a hierarchical manner. This ﬁgure is obtained with hwloc [31] and
uses the same naming scheme, where processing units (PUs),
also frequently named hyperthreads, are the smallest execution
entities. This machine has sixteen PUs. Each core of the
machine hosts two identical PUs, and cores are further grouped
by four, sharing an L3 cache. The machine has two L3 caches.
For the sake of the example, let us suppose a hypothetical
application is running on this machine. The application is
composed of two threads (T:0 and T:1) mapped on PU:10
and PU:11, respectively. We conjecture that T:0 and T:1 can
be exchanged without impacting the execution time. Indeed,
they share common parent resources, the link between them
is likely symmetrical, and PUs executing them are identical.
Likewise, T:0 could be mapped to any core from 0 to 3,
and T:1 could be mapped to any distinct core under the
ﬁrst L3 cache without impacting execution time. Indeed, they
share common parent resources, the link between them is
likely symmetrical, and cores executing them are identical.
The generalization of these assumptions is expressed in the
following property. The validation this property is investigated
in Subsection IV-C.
Property of Similar Mappings on Hierarchical Topologies
Two mappings of computations onto compute resources are
equivalent in execution time if the data paths and system
resources are symmetrical from one mapping to the other.
In the next section we deﬁne mapping classes where all
placements are expected to have similar performance. Then
we take advantage of symmetries in hierarchical topologies to
identify these classes and prune the space of placements to
avoid the redundant ones. Not accounting for permutations in
the same performance group can dramatically narrow the space
to explore when looking for the best mapping. For instance,
consider a 1:1 mapping of 1 thread per PU. For a machine
with n PUs, a total of n! permutations are possible. If we
had a supercomputer with a million nodes like the one in
Figure 1, it would take 1.3 years of uninterrupted parallel runs
to try all the placements for an application with an average
execution time of 2 seconds. Using the mappings property to
avoid testing equivalent mappings on this hierarchical topology
would make it possible to ﬁnd an optimal mapping in a
reasonable timeframe (see Section III), e.g. a few hours.
In practice, hierarchical topologies such as the one depicted
in Figure 1 may have nonsymmetrical attributes. For instance,
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Fig. 1: hwloc hierarchical representation of a machine topology

the cross-chip network might not be symmetric [32] and so
can be the routing algorithm [8]. However, the nonsymmetrical
link will alter mapping performance only if the former is
a bottleneck. Pinning data in memories of a NUMA system with local and remote memories can also break the
symmetries. For instance, consider a NUMA system with 2
memories and 2 groups of PUs local to each memory and
an application with two groups of threads. Let us consider
the scenario where all of the application data is mapped in
the ﬁrst memory and where the group of threads close to
this memory is the only one accessing the data memory. If
the two groups of threads are swapped, the group making
memory access will be far from the memory holding the
data and will slow down the application. Hence, both thread
mappings would not be equivalent. In practice these caveats
have workarounds. Many applications and runtime systems
will pin their threads statically for the span of a run [29].
Moreover, they will allocate their data with the default linux
ﬁrsttouch allocation policy. As a result, from run to run,
when changing thread placement, data will follow threads and
preserve the symmetries. Additionally, hardware and runtime
implementations balancing resources usage (e.g., interleave
allocation policy) will—by deﬁnition—generate symmetry in
the machine with respect to data mapping. Even in the case
where some components do not have symmetrical links, some
hierarchical subcomponents do, and the above property can
be leveraged there to narrow down the size of the mapping
space. Furthermore, dark silicon designs [33] may dynamically
change on-chip data paths without the user and the operating
system having knowledge of any change. Therefore, dark
silicon may disrupt measurable performance at chip scale
when exploring mappings.
III. G ENERATING P ERMUTATIONS
By deﬁnition, a mapping is a function that speciﬁes for each
thread (or process) which processing unit (PU) is executing
it. It can be expressed as a list of size n (n is the number
of threads or processes) where element i of this list is the
PU that executes thread or process i. We consider the case
where threads are mapped to a single PU to avoid unsolicited
migrations and likely performance degradation [29]. In the
following, the number of threads or processes is often the
same as the number of PUs. In this case we will also talk

TABLE I: Examples of thread index permutations on the 16
PUs (ﬁrst line) of topology 1
#
1.
2.
3.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 0
0 15 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9 10 11 12 13 14 1

about a permutation to specify a mapping of n threads on n
PUs. In this section we discuss how different mappings (i.e. ,
different permutations) are in the same class of performance
because of the symmetries in the underlying topology.
Let us consider a 1:1 mapping of 1 thread per PU on topology 1. Table I exhibits possible permutations (labeled with the
ﬁrst column) on the 16 PUs of the topology (labeled in the
header). The second permutation ii) is obtained from the ﬁrst
permutation i) by interchanging L3 caches on the topology.
Both mappings belong to the same permutation group, namely,
the group with the base permutation i) and generated by
enumerating all permutations of the topology nodes. However,
permutation iii) cannot be obtained by permuting topology
nodes of the same level. It belongs to another subgroup (or
class) of permutations. This example exhibits equivalent thread
permutations (with respect to execution time), obtained by
swapping topology resources, and nonequivalent permutations
where threads cross the boundaries of topology objects.
We use the term Σn to denote the symmetric group [34]
of all permutations of n elements. Σn contains n! elements,
where the ith permutation is σn,i . Let τn be a rooted tree
with a total of n leaves. Then σn,i can be mapped on the
leaves of τn by associations of the leaves with the elements of
the permutation σn,i . According to our property on mappings,
with τn a machine topology and σn,i a permutation of threads
mapped on τn , we can shufﬂe the children of an arbitrary node
of the topology and yield an equivalent permutation at the
leaves. The subgroup Σn,i of equivalent permutations can be
generated from σn,i in a similar way, namely, by enumerating
all possible shufﬂes of τn nodes children and observing
resulting permutations at the leaves. Note that Σn,i ⊆ Σn
and that both sets are equal if τn has only one level.
A tleaf is a tree where all nodes at the same level have the
same number of child nodes. We call the number of children
of a node arity. Most compute node topologies (for instance,

TABLE II: Exploration space size for several hypothetical
topologies. Topology structure is expressed as level of arity.
|Σ| is the total number of permutations. |Σn,i | is the number
of permutations inside a subgroup.
Topology
2, 4, 2, 1, 1
2, 14, 1, 2, 2
4, 16, 1, 4, 1

|Σ|
2.1E+13
2.0E+182
8.6E+506

|Σn,i |
2.9E+05
2.9E+47
9.9E+143

Number of Subgroups
7.1E+07
6.7E+134
8.7E+363

the one in Figure 1) exhibit such a property. In the case of a
non-tleaf tree, nodes with a different subtree structure cannot
be swapped because they are not symmetric. When subtrees do
not have the same amount of leaves, the mapping consisting
of exchanging child leaves would simply not ﬁt all the threads
on one side. When subtrees have different structures, they
induce different interactions with the hardware. Therefore,
exchanging them might result in a different execution time
even if they have the same number of leaves. For instance,
removing Core:0, PU:8, and PU:10 on topology 1 is a possible
instance of an imbalanced topology. In this case, left and
right resulting L3 subtrees have the same amount of leaves
but different structures. Therefore, threads under the ﬁrst and
second L3 caches cannot be swapped under the property of
similar mappings on hierarchical topologies.
|Σn,i | =



(arity(l)!)|l|

(1)

l∈Levels

When the topology is a tleaf, the cardinality of subgroups
|Σn,i | generated from permutations σn,i can be computed as
in Equation 1, where |l| is the number of nodes of a level l.
Table II reports an estimate of the size of the search space
for several tleaf topologies (in rows). The table is organized
in four columns. The ﬁrst column describes a hypothetical
topology by enumerating the arity of the nodes for each of its
levels, for example, sockets per motherboard, NUMA nodes
per socket, L3 caches per NUMA node, cores per L3 cache,
or PUs per core. The second column provides the number of
possible mappings. The third one gives the size of a mapping
class, namely, the number of mappings inside each class where
all mappings yield similar execution times. The last column
gives the number of mapping classes, namely, the size of
the space to explore to cover all performance classes. The
ﬁrst line represents the topology in Figure 1. A subgroup
of this topology contains 294 912 permutations. Therefore,
the amount of trials to explore all relevant placements in
this case is decreased by 5 orders of magnitude. The second
machine represents a contemporary bisocket node. The last
topology represents an hypothetical accelerator. The amount
of possible permutations grows so fast that even a reduced
space exploration is impractical to explore entirely. In either
case, however, it remains relevant to assess similarities inside
permutation subgroups to be used as a heuristic for direct or
exploratory approaches.
To sample the space of distinct subgroups, one must identify
them. We do so by identifying a representative permutation in

the subgroup, using a bottom-up approach on the corresponding tree. Starting from the leaves, we can uniquely identify
them by their index in the permutation σn,i . For each node
above leaves, we can sort child leaves with a unique result
since the indexes of leaves are distinct. We can also tag these
nodes with the smallest child leaf index. Sorting the childen
of parent nodes based on this index also yields a unique result
since indexes are necessarily distinct. By recurrence, from the
leaves to the root, the sort operation on τn yields a unique
result. Using Algorithm 1 on any permutation results in a
unique representative permutation of its subgroup. We call it
the canonical permutation of the subgroup. In this algorithm,
makeIndex(τn , σn,i ) is the procedure that labels leaves of τn
with the indexes of σn,i . In a tleaf topology, one can uniformly
sample the set of canonical permutations by generating random
permutations and computing their canonical representation.
Algorithm 1 Canonical Permutation.
procedure CANONICAL(τn ,σn,i )
if isRoot(τn ) then
makeIndex(leaves(τn , σn,i ))
end if
if isLeaf (τn ) then
return
end if
for all c ∈ children(τn ) do
CANONICAL (c, σn,i )
end for
children(τn ) ← reorderByIndex(children(τn ))
index(τn ) ← index(f irstChild(τn ))
end procedure → σn,i
In summary, this section described the tools we use in our
experiments to sample the space of permutations, the space
of permutation subgroups, and the space of intra-subgroup
permutations to validate our property on mappings.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section starts with a description of the experimental
testbed. We further show a sample of execution times inside
and across mapping classes for this testbed. With this sample,
we visually assess that placement classes have a different
performance proﬁle whereas placements inside classes have
a similar performance proﬁle even when applications are sensitive to the mapping of their threads or processes. We deﬁne
an analytic methodology to label applications whether they
have signiﬁcant differences between classes, and whether they
have signiﬁcant differences inside classes. This methodology
can further be used to validate our property on mappings with
another testbed.
A. Experimental Testbed
Experiments in this section have been carried out on the
PlaFRIM computing platform. The web page2 provides extensive details about the compute nodes. Most relevant details are
2 https://www.plafrim.fr

summarized in Table III. We used ﬁve multisocket nodes with
different hierarchies. They feature the two main HPC system
chips providers.
Our experimental testbed includes some benchmarks from
the NAS parallel benchmarks (version 3.4.1) suite and
LULESH proxy application (version 2.0). In the remainder of
the section we use proxy applications, workloads, benchmarks,
or applications to refer to these. We compiled and ran all workloads using either plain (i.e., not MPI+X) MPI or OpenMP
implementations. In both cases, the compiler was gcc (9.2.0),
and the MPI implementation was OpenMPI (4.0.3).
Applications were mapped on a basis of one MPI process
or OpenMP thread per core. On all systems of the platform,
hyperthreading was disabled 3 leaving a single PU per core.
Therefore, we use interchangeably the terms PUs and cores
in the remainder of the section. The number of processes or
threads was adjusted to ﬁt the application constraints while
spanning as many PUs as possible in the machine. In some
cases the workloads required the number of processes to be a
square number or a cubed number or a power of 2. Incomplete
lists of processes or threads were mapped on the leftmost
part of the machine topology and were completed with fake
processes or threads to compute permutations based on a
whole list of hardware resources. When computing intraclass
or cross-class permutations with fake processes or threads, assumptions of the property (of similar mappings on hierarchical
topologies) were trivially kept intact. All benchmarks were run
with the Linux default ﬁrsttouch memory allocation policy.
Therefore, data was allocated at the page granularity close to
the threads touching them ﬁrst and followed the latter when
threads were mapped differently.
All the tools we used to cover experiment cases described in
the paper are publicly available. We gathered machine topology using the lstopo utility from hwloc [31]. We developed
the tmap software to collect tree representations of machine
topology, generate permutations, and map permutations on
trees. tmap can shufﬂe mapped permutations inside a class
or across classes. It can also identify every permutation with
a unique identiﬁer and the permutation class they belong to
with Algorithm 1. This software can be found online at the
following url: https://github.com/NicolasDenoyelle/tmap. The
binding of threads and processes was enforced and tested with
starbind and tmap. We also published the former online at the
following url: https://github.com/NicolasDenoyelle/starbind.
For all experiments, a sample consists of the combination of
a machine, a benchmark, a benchmark input, a programming
model (MPI or OpenMP), a number of processes or threads,
and a mapping (also placement). In the case of the LULESH
proxy application, the input is not mentioned in the ﬁgures
for clarity. The MPI LULESH runs use the option -i 100
while the OpenMP runs use the option -i 300 to keep the
execution time small and not overburden the platform. For the
NAS benchmarks, the application name mentions the input
class.
3 Hyperthreading

is disabled by the platform to ensure reproducibility.

B. Empirical Assessment of Mappings Similarities
For the ﬁrst experiment, we drew twenty random classes
and twenty random placements per class and ran them with
several sets (test cases) of a machine, an application, and
a programming model. Among the twenty classes, one class
is the canonical class (1,2,3,. . . ); and inside each class, one
placement is the canonical class placement (see Section III).
Each placement of a test case was run ﬁfty times. When
representing the execution time of a placement, we show
the average value with an error bar representing the 95%
conﬁdence interval. The mean and conﬁdence interval obtained
with a one sided t–test require that the samples distribution of a
placement be uniform. We performed a Shapiro–Wilk test [35]
on placement distribution and found that only 35% of the
placements have a normal distribution, namely, with a p-value
> 0.05. In fact, only 30% of the test cases have more than half
of their placements exhibiting a uniform distribution. We tried
to troubleshoot this outcome with a system we administer. We
ran all applications with a default round-robin mapping and
collected 200 samples from each test case. We took care to
minimize possible sources of noise, we made sure that the
applications are deterministic, and we set the CPU frequency
governor to performance mode in order to get more stable
runs. Despite these efforts, some test cases still exhibit a
multinomial distribution. Since the effect is observed on a
same test case and placement, it is assumed to be independent
from the experiment itself. According to the central limit
theorem, the distribution obtained by combining (here in
the execution time) a large enough number of independent
variables is uniform. Therefore, we consider here that our
sample distributions can be summarized accurately enough
with their mean and conﬁdence interval.
We represented the average execution time and 95% conﬁdence interval (y-axis) of all twenty classes (x-axis) in
Figure 2. Classes contain twenty different placements, and
placement execution times contain ﬁfty samples each. Each
facet of the plot represents a different test case. For each
test case, we sorted classes from the smallest class average
time to the highest class average time. Note that we could
have obtained smaller intervals by acquiring more samples.
Because of the already heavy load on the experiment platform,
however, we refrained from doing so to avoid disrupting
other users. Figure 2 shows statistically signiﬁcant differences
between most pairs of classes in all test cases, even those
with variations of only a few percents across classes. For most
test cases where the best class clearly detaches itself from the
others, the best class is often the canonical class. However,
this class represents less than 50% of the test cases’ best
class. Among test cases with the most dramatic speedups, the
canonical class is not necessarily the best class. For instance,
for the case cg.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP, the canonical class
is not the best class.
In a similar fashion, we show placement performance in
Figure 3 to observe what is happening inside classes. For each
test case we sorted the placements per class, from the smallest

Fig. 2: Comparison of average execution times of mapping classes for different workloads, machines, and programming models.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of average execution times of mappings inside and across classes for different workloads, machines, and
programming models.
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lulesh − bora − 27 − MPI

2.4
3.95

0.82

6.5

2.2

0.81

0.80

3.90

2.0

6.0

1.8

5.5

lulesh − bora − 36 − OpenMP

3.85
3.80

lulesh − miriel − 24 − OpenMP

lulesh − miriel − 8 − MPI

sp.A − miriel − 16 − OpenMP

4.35
3.0
2.85

4.30

2.9
2.8

2.75

4.20

2.7
2.65

3.8

sp.B − zonda − 64 − MPI

5.0

4.5

3.6

4.0

3.5

3.5

3.4
4.5

sp.B − zonda − 64 − OpenMP
5.0

3.7
5.5

2.2

4.10

2.5
sp.B − bora − 36 − OpenMP

6.0

2.4

4.15

2.6

2.55

2.6

4.25

3.0
3.3

Mapping
class

1

2

3

4

5

TABLE III: Topology description of testbed platforms.
Node
brise
bora
zonda
miriel

Processor
Xeon® E7-8890 v4
Xeon® Gold 6240
AMD EPYC 7452
Xeon® E5-2680 v3

No. of Sockets
4
2
2
2

class average time to the highest class average time, and inside
classes from the smallest placement average time to the highest
placement average time. For the sake of clarity, we display
only ﬁve classes and ﬁve placements per class, each uniformly
spaced respectively across and inside the sorted classes. We
list below our observations from Figure 3:
• One can visually identify cases supporting the property
of similar mappings on hierarchical topologies. That
is, cases where placements inside classes have similar
execution time and overlapping conﬁdence interval while
some classes have signiﬁcantly different overall execution
time. For instance, cg.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP shows a
clear distinction between classes and similar execution
times inside classes.
• In many cases we can observe interclass and intraclass
variations. Although intraclass error bars often overlap,
one frequently sees at least two placements of the same
class with a (statistically) signiﬁcant difference. In this
case, the difference between some classes is larger than
the difference we observe inside classes.
• For some cases, all classes exhibit intraclass variations
that are comparable to interclass variations. However,
all these differences are small (i.e., a few percent). For
instance, ft.B - zonda - 64 - MPI has a similar pattern
across classes but also has less than 1% variation between
its most extreme placements.
In Table IV we summarize for each test case the maximum
speedup between pairs of placements from the same class
(Placement Speedup) versus the maximum speedup between
pairs of classes (Class Speedup), and compare both values
to show that cross classes permutations carry a larger performance impact than inner-class permutations. The speedup
is computed as the difference between the maximum and
the minimum execution times, respectively among placements
inside a class for Placement Speedup and among classes for
Class Speedup, divided by the execution time. Execution time
here means the average execution time, respectively of samples
of a placement and of samples of all placements inside a
class. We provide the maximum speedup of the class with the
highest speedup for Placement Speedup. The table shows that
the speedup inside classes never exceeds 9% and is always
lower than the speedup between classes when the test case
is sensitive to placement, that is when at least one speedup
exceeds 2%. This result further conﬁrms that differences inside
a class are negligible while the class choice may have a
signiﬁcant impact on performance.
These preliminary observations establish that the proposed
structure of the mapping space with mapping classes based on
a hierarchical description of a machine topology is relevant. In

No. of L3 per Socket
2
1
8
2

No. of Cores per L3
12
18
6
6

TABLE IV: Comparison of maximum speedup between placements of the same class or between classes. The speedup here
is deﬁned as the difference of the most extreme execution
times divided by the smallest execution time. Execution times
are average values for either a placement or a whole class.
Test Case
ft.B - zonda - 64 - MPI
ft.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP
ft.B - bora - 32 - MPI
ft.B - bora - 32 - OpenMP
lulesh - miriel - 8 - MPI
lulesh - bora - 27 - MPI
cg.B - bora - 32 - OpenMP
ft.B - miriel - 16 - MPI
cg.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP
cg.B - bora - 32 - MPI
lulesh - bora - 36 - OpenMP
sp.B - zonda - 64 - MPI
ft.B - miriel - 16 - OpenMP
cg.B - miriel - 16 - MPI
lulesh - miriel - 24 - OpenMP
sp.A - miriel - 16 - OpenMP
ft.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP
sp.B - bora - 36 - OpenMP
ft.C - brise - 64 - MPI
cg.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP
cg.B - zonda - 64 - MPI
sp.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP
cg.C - brise - 64 - MPI

Placement Speedup
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.04
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.09
0.02
0.05
0.05

Class Speedup
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.18
0.18
0.21
0.22
0.27
0.28
0.44
0.46
0.76
3.33

all test cases that show signiﬁcant variations across at least two
mappings, even if we may observe smaller variations inside a
same class, classes seem to delineate placement groups with a
speciﬁc performance proﬁle. This structure justiﬁes a two-step
exploration, that is, across classes ﬁrst to ﬁnd the best class
and then eventually inside the best class to reﬁne the result
and ﬁnd a near-optimal mapping.
C. Statistical Assessment of Mappings and Classes Similarities
In this section we deﬁne an analytic methodology to label
test cases as to whether they invalidate Section II property or
not. To this end, we consider two scenarios labeled as follows:
• cross-class different: If at least two mapping classes are
different, then the best mapping search should take into
account classes. Therefore, we consider that test cases
with this label do not invalidate our hypothesis. As a
shorthand, we will say that it “validates” our hypothesis,
even though one can only try to invalidate it.
• intra-class similar: If all placements inside a class are
similar and this is true for all classes, then our hypothesis
is also validated. Note that if all classes are also similar,
then the application is not sensitive to the mapping
choice.

Fig. 4: Comparison of placement distributions for cg.B - zonda
- 64 - OpenMP.
(a) Placements Distribution
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(b) Placement Pairs (KS) value
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With these labels, the only conﬁguration invalidating our
hypothesis would be a test case for which placements inside
a same class are different while classes are similar; in other
words, classes do not bring structure to the exploration space.
We deﬁne below what it means for two placements or two
classes to be similar or different.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [36], [37] is a statistical
test taking two sets of samples as input and computing a
distance between the observed cumulative distributions of the
samples. This test does not require the sample sets to have
a uniform distribution. The distance takes values between 0
(equal distributions) and 1 (totally different distributions). We
use the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test to quantify the distance between two distributions and ﬁnd a distance threshold
that would accurately tag test cases as cross-class different
or intraclass similar according to what we observed earlier.
We deﬁne the value threshold such that a pair of distributions
is tagged as similar or different depending on whether the
(KS) test value (or distance) is respectively below or above
this threshold. In Figure 4, we show an example of placement
distributions in a violin plot (Figure 4a) and the matching (KS)
test value for each pair of placements (Figure 4b). This ﬁgure
helps gauge the range of values to expect from the test for
similar placement inside the same class (above the diagonal
in Figure 4b) versus placements from different classes (below
the diagonal). In this example, the test value never exceeds
0.56 when placements are from the same class whereas the
most different pair gets a (KS) test value of 0.96 across most
extreme classes.
We computed the distance between every pair of placements
belonging to the same class. In the bottom facet of Figure 5,
we show the percentage of placement pairs with a distance
below the threshold (y-axis) for a range of thresholds between
0 and 0.99 (x-axis). Each line of the plot represents a different
test case. The bottom line test case, lulesh - miriel - 8 MPI, has many placements with different distributions even
though they are from the same class. However, we can also
see even more signiﬁcant differences between best and worst
classes in Figure 2. In the upper facet of Figure 5 we compare
the distributions of classes and report the percentage of class
pairs for which the distance (y-axis) is less than the chosen
threshold (x-axis). Classes exhibit longer plateaus than do
mappings, characterizing groups of classes with close but
different performances. This result can typically be observed
for the test case ft.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP in Figure 2. Only
few largely different groups of class with such a difference
may exist. Therefore, we use a very high threshold value,
0.99, to tag test cases as cross-class different. As a result,
if not all the pairs of class are tagged as similar, then there
is at least one pair of classes with a signiﬁcant difference in
their average execution time. Using this methodology, we are
able to identify sixteen test cases that we can tag as cross-class
different. The other test cases also validate our hypothesis if
they are labeled as intraclass similar. The latter depends on
the choice of the threshold value. We report the classiﬁcation
of test cases for cross-class different labels and the percentage

16
15
14
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

0.56 0.56 0.30
0.50 0.46
0.22
0.54 0.38 0.22

0.36 0.32 0.26 0.34

0.38 0.22

0.22 0.20 0.34 0.44

0.28

0.16 0.12 0.52 0.58
0.22 0.26 0.62 0.70

0.38 0.36 0.24

0.42 0.24 0.14 0.24 0.28 0.26 0.32 0.38

0.34 0.28

0.36 0.20 0.16 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.38 0.52

0.16

0.10 0.22 0.36 0.50 0.18 0.24 0.58 0.66
0.14 0.28 0.36 0.56 0.20 0.26 0.64 0.68

ks.test
0.75
0.50
0.25

0.54 0.30 0.24 0.58 0.70 0.78 0.82 0.66 0.74 0.76 0.86 0.64 0.78 0.92 0.90
0.44 0.22

0.66 0.76 0.80 0.84 0.70 0.76 0.78 0.88 0.72 0.84 0.94 0.92

0.26

0.68 0.78 0.82 0.88 0.74 0.78 0.82 0.90 0.76 0.84 0.94 0.92
0.78 0.86 0.88 0.92 0.82 0.86 0.88 0.94 0.84 0.92 0.94 0.96
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3

5

6
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8

9
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of intraclass similar mappings for threshold values of 0.50
and 0.90 in Table V. In this table we observe, for instance,
that cg.B - zonda - 64 - MPI is tagged as cross-class different,
which reﬂects accurately what can be observed on Figure 2,
and validates our hypothesis. The test case ft.B - zonda - 64
- MPI seem also to be correctly classiﬁed as having similar
classes but also similar intraclass placements distribution with
a 0.90 and even 0.50 thresholds making all pairs similar. We
can see in Figure 2 that this test case is not really sensitive
to mappings, a result that is consistent with its associated
labels, that is, neither different across classes nor different
inside classes.
At the top of the table we ﬁnd the most “troublesome” cases.
cg.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP is a case with no dramatically
different pair of classes and some noticeable differences inside
classes. However, only a small proportion of the placements
can be considered as such. Moreover, Table IV indicates
that this test case has a low sensitivity to placement across
classes and is even less sensitive when looking only inside
classes. This last case shows the limit of the methodology
when cases are on the fence for the cross-class different
label and intraclass similar label with a low threshold. In
our experiments, however, test cases have a low sensitivity to
placement. Overall, our methodology accurately detects test

% of Similar Distribution Pairs

Fig. 5: Percentage of similar class/mapping pairs for varying threshold levels when using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test value.
Class

Mapping

100
75
50

bora − 27 − MPI

miriel − 16 − MPI

bora − 32 − MPI

miriel − 16 − OpenMP

bora − 32 − OpenMP

miriel − 24 − OpenMP

bora − 36 − OpenMP

miriel − 8 − MPI

brise − 64 − MPI

zonda − 64 − MPI

brise − 64 − OpenMP

zonda − 64 − OpenMP

25

Application

0
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00 0.00

0.25

0.50

Kolmogorov−Smirnov Statistic Threshold

TABLE V: Classiﬁcation of test cases for cross-class different
and intraclass similar labels. The cross-class column states
whether a test case is labeled as cross-class different or not.
Columns 0.50 and 0.9 respectively give the percentage of
intraclass placement pairs with a distance below 0.50 and 0.9
thresholds for each test case.
Test Case
cg.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP
ft.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP
ft.B - miriel - 16 - OpenMP
ft.B - bora - 32 - OpenMP
cg.B - bora - 32 - OpenMP
ft.B - zonda - 64 - MPI
sp.B - bora - 36 - OpenMP
lulesh - miriel - 8 - MPI
lulesh - miriel - 24 - OpenMP
cg.B - miriel - 16 - MPI
ft.B - miriel - 16 - MPI
lulesh - bora - 27 - MPI
ft.B - bora - 32 - MPI
cg.C - brise - 64 - MPI
sp.B - zonda - 64 - MPI
cg.B - zonda - 64 - MPI
sp.A - miriel - 16 - OpenMP
ft.C - brise - 64 - MPI
cg.B - bora - 32 - MPI
sp.B - zonda - 64 - OpenMP
cg.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP
ft.C - brise - 64 - OpenMP
lulesh - bora - 36 - OpenMP

Cross-Class =
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.50
95.89
96.08
99.84
99.89
100.00
100.00
100.00
29.13
57.32
58.03
64.00
75.05
83.89
92.52
92.95
95.71
98.32
99.45
99.66
99.79
100.00
100.00
100.00

0.90
100.00
99.68
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
61.55
99.79
96.29
99.16
99.45
99.82
100.00
99.95
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

cases, validating our property and edge cases.
V. C ONCLUSION
Next-generation HPC systems are poised to exhibit greater
NUMA effects as well as a larger and a deeper memory
hierarchy. Therefore, mapping of threads and processes in-die,
nodewide, and across nodes of distributed-computing systems
is an on-going matter because it improves locality. Some
approaches tackle the problem using heuristics—for instance,
MPI communications volume, cache misses, remote memory
access—as input for a placement strategy. These approaches
may use topology structural information, eventually annotated
with (measured) performance attributes. Few approaches combine it with an exploratory-based approach to better cover the
overwhelmingly large search space.

0.75

1.00

cg.B

ft.B

lulesh

cg.C

ft.C

sp.A

sp.B

This paper is complementary to these approaches. It formalized the structure of the mapping space on hierarchical topologies and breaks down steps to reach closer to the best and
worst mapping solutions via exploration-based approaches.
We deﬁned the concept of mapping classes based on the
hierarchical structure of machine topology. Mapping classes
are classes of performance and can be used for a coarse
exploration of the mappings space, with further reﬁnement
of the solutions inside a class. We implemented and published
online the methodology to identify classes and to generate
them. To the best of our knowledge, such a description of the
mapping space and exploration strategy did not exist before.
Throughout our experiments, we showed cases where mapping
can impact application execution time by more than 50%.
With four types of processors and as many distinct topologies,
for OpenMP and MPI applications, and more than 424 nodehours of run, we were able to exhibit in nearly all cases
the existence of such classes. We also presented an analytic
methodology to measure differences between placements and
performance classes and determine whether the property of
similar mappings on hierarchical topologies deﬁned in this
paper holds true. Furthermore, this methodology can be used
to validate the paper assumptions on a different testbed.
Future work includes the following. First, we want to extend
the results of this paper to multinode systems where we
expect to see an even larger impact of classes since moving
processes across nodes signiﬁcantly changes data paths in
the machine. We also plan to study the impact of individual
levels of the topology on the placement choice. If some
levels have negligible impact on performance with respect
to application placement, then they could be removed from
the topology descriptions and further reduce the size of the
space to explore. Our exploration method helps ﬁnd nearupper and lower bounds of possible execution times. We would
like to compare the solution with the state-of-the-art static
mapping decisions. Furthermore, based on the structure of the
mapping space, we want to design a mapping cost model
correlating with the execution time. Inverting such a model
would effectively provide a near-optimal mapping solution.
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